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Nobel laureate Amartya Sen sees India’s history and
identity in the light of its ‘traditions of public debate and
intellectual pluralism’. In his book The Argumentative
Indian he ‘demonstrates the importance of public debate
in Indian traditions’. Dr. Devshankar Nabin’s article on
Mandan Mishra is apt for a couple of reasons. As it is based
on firm arguments, it is the befitting tribute towards a
Mimamsaka of the stature of Mandan Mishra. On the other
hand, the article is in fine tune with the Indian intellectual
tradition of pluralism of thought. The perception and
practice in ancient India was: One who doesn’t possess
a different view, cannot be identified as a hrishi. In his
article, Dr. Nabin has said something not only differently,
but something different altogether.

1. fefFkyk dk lkaLÑfrd mRd"kZ vkSj e.Mu feJ

It is rightly said, every elite culture has folk origin and
every element of folk culture has elite ingredients in it.
Trinatha Mela is a unique living example, which nullifies the
elite-folk dichotomy. The article on Trinatha Mela has been
organized to share taste of joy, which is at the core of this
performance.

4. Institution in Focus

The focus of this issue is a rich collection of manuscripts
at Parija Library. In another article on Tarikh-i Khandan-i
Timuria, Dr. Sayesta Khan presents a visual of that rare
manuscript in words. Former Principal of the Govt. Sanskrit
College, Agartala, Dr. Rabindranath Das Shastri’s note on a
manuscript, in fact, opens a gateway to the history of
Tripura. It is noteworthy how popular Sanskrit was among
the tribal kings of the North East.
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The article by Padma Sugavanam on treatises and
manuscripts on music is thorough research based paper
with considerable academic value.
Articles were picked up to table an issue which is delicious,
dainty and nutritious, a complete food for thought for
the readers. Help us make it more meaningful, through
your assessment and advice.
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Kohala and Jagadekamalla
Padma Sugavanam

Kohala is an ancient authority on Nāţya. He is
believed to be a contemporary of Bharata and
is credited with being the founder and pioneer
of minor dramatic forms called Uparūpaka-s.
The original treatise of Kohala is unavailable
today and therefore, information about his
views is gathered from manuscripts which
have been attributed to him, as well as from
later lakşaņagrantha-s wherein he is quoted.
Jagadekamalla (alternatively called Pratāpa)
was a Cālukyan king who ruled Kalyāņ between
1138 and 1151 C.E. and in this period composed a
valuable work on music titled ‘Sańgītacū āmaņi’.
The present paper is an attempt to determine
the relationship between the works of Kohala
and Jagadekamalla.

On an examination of the references and
quotations of Kohala that have been collected
from published works, it can be found that there
is no correspondence with those material and
those which are available in Sańgītacū āmaņi
(Printed or Manuscript form). Therefore, this
study will analyse the relationship between
Kohala and Jagadekamalla based on the
manuscripts attributed to Kohala. A point to be
noted in this context is that all the unpublished
works attributed to Kohala belong to a period
after the 14th Century C.E. Therefore Kohala
(the contemporary of Bharata) can be ruled out
as the author of these works. These represent
the work of much later Kohala(s). This study
will involve only those later Kohala(s).

Kohala and his Works

Jagadekamalla –
Sańgītacū āmaņi

The very first reference to Kohala is found in
Nāţyaśāstra wherein he is mentioned as one
of Bharata’s hundred sons. Subsequently,
several works like Bŗhaddeśī, Abhinavabhāratī,
Sańgītakalānidhi, Sańgītasudhā, etc. refer to or
quote from the work of Kohala. On scrutiny,
these references appear to come from more
than one hand (all probably going under the
name of Kohala) who belong to different
periods. Apart from references found in
published works, there are six manuscripts and
one published work titled Kauhalīya-śikşā which
are attributed to Kohala. In addition to these
primary sources, there are also references
to Kohala made by modern scholars such
as P. V. Kane, S. K. De, M. Krishnamachariar,
Dr. V. Raghavan, Mandakranta Bose and others.
These scholars have also provided valuable
insights into the works of Kohala.
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Jagadekamalla was the son of the Cālukyan
King Someśvara (1131 C.E.) who is the author of
the work Abhilaşitārtha-cintāmaņi (otherwise
known as Mānasollāsa). Jagadeka is the author
of Sańgītacū āmaņi. This text is available from
three different sources.

i. Printed Edition
The edition of Sańgītacū āmaņi has been
made from a single manuscript (BORI, Acc. No.
9892) by Pt. D. K. Velankar. The printed edition
(referred to henceforth as SC) contains
material under the following heads

Introductory chapter – Definition of Deśī
Sańgīta, three types of Svara, Definition
of Nāda etc.
Prabandhādhyāya –Lists the names of

101 Prabandhas
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Rāgādhyāya – Lists the names of Rāgas
Vādyādhyāya – Only three verses are found
Nŗttādhyāya – Missing
Tālādhyāya – Available in detail

found in this book do not represent any
quotations on the subject of dance.

ii. Manuscripts

SC, SC-BK and SC-Ms – A
Comparison

Manuscripts of Sańgītacū āmaņi are available
in the Mysore Oriental Research Institute, the
details of which are as follows:

The pictures of Jagadekamalla that emerge
from SC, SC-BK and SC-Ms appear to be
different. Firstly, term used in SC to indicate

S. No. Name of the Text

Source

Source No. Material

Lang/Script

Folios

1.

Sańgītacū āmaņi

ORI Mysore

P-105/1

PL

Skt – Telugu/Kannada

54

2.

Sańgītacū āmaņi

ORI Mysore

P-1298/1

PL

Skt – Telugu/Kannada

154

3.

Sańgītacū āmaņi

ORI Mysore

P-5081

PL

Skt – Kannada

Of these, the mss. P-105/1 and
P-1298/1 contain material of works such
as Sańgītasudhākara, Abhinayadarpaņam,
Bharatārņavam and Bŗhaspatidarpaņam.
Sańgītacū āmaņi is not to be found in either
of these codices. The mss. P-5081 (referred
to henceforth as SC-Ms) contains the
text of Sańgītacū āmaņi. Here, a detailed
exposition of the Prabandhādhikaraņam, a
brief Tālādhikaraņam and two folios of an
incomplete Rāgādhikaraņam are found. It is
interesting that SC-Ms contains much material
that is not to be found in SC and vice versa.

iii. Bharatokośa
In addition to the printed edition and
the manuscripts, information regarding
Sańgītacū āmaņi is available in Bharatakośa of
M. Ramakrishna Kavi (referred to henceforth
as SC-BK). SC includes many such verses of
Jagadeka as footnotes, which are found in
Bharatakośa especially in the chapters on
Prabandha and Rāga. There are a little over
200 entries of Jagadekamalla in Bharatakośa.
It is interesting to note that M. R. Kavi, in
the introduction of Bharatakośa, mentions
that the chapters on Tāla, Rāga and Nŗtta of
Sańgītacū āmaņi are available1. But the entries
1

Bharatakośa, M. Ramakrishna Kavi, Intro, p.iv
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a chapter is called ‘Adhyāya’, while SC-BK and
SC-Ms use the term ‘Adhikaraņa’. Whereas D. K.
Velankar says that the entire chapter on dance
is unavailable, but M.R.Kavi is of the opinion
that it is available. While SC merely lists out
the names of 101 prabandha-s, Bharatakośa
offers the lakşaņa ślokas for twenty two of
these. SC-Ms also has explanatory verses on
the Prabandha-s, but there does not seem
to be much of a match between this ms. and
SC-BK. The verses in SC-Ms relating to ‘Mātŗkā’
are also found in SC. In the chapter on rāga,
SC just mentions the names of 29 rāgas
whereas M. R. Kavi gives us the lakşaņa-s of
nearly 100 rāga-s. SC-Ms has two folios which
has rāgalakşaņa-s. On comparison with SC-BK,
nearly ten matches are found. The rāga chapter
is incomplete; therefore only limited material
is available for study and comparison. SC
and SC-Ms have almost entirely matching
expositions of the 101 deśī tālas whereas
SC-BK presents different verses.
Although there is much overlapping material
of Sańgītacū āmaņi amongst these three
sources, each of them also provides material
which is not to be found in the other two. In
other words, no single source contains all the
material of Sańgītacū āmaņi. Further, such
variances in these sources are a clear indication
that the manuscripts of Sańgītacū āmaņi
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consulted in each of these cases were different.
Though the editor of SC has included many
excerpts from Bharatakośa as footnotes, this
represents only a small part of all the material
of Sańgītacū āmaņi available in Bharatakośa.

Kohala and Jagadekamalla
A comparison of the works of these two
authors reveals that the unpublished works
attributed to Kohala contain common material
with Sańgītacū āmaņi. It is interesting to note
that all these works belong to a period after
the 14th Century C.E. which is nearly two
centuries post-Sańgītacū āmaņi. These works
are as follows:
Abhinayaśāstram/Kohalīyam

Dattilakohalīyam

Kohalarahasyam

Kohalamatam

Bharataśāstram

Tālalakşaņam

Of
these,
the
manuscript
titled
Abhinayaśāstram Kohalīyam is unavailable
today.
The
next
manuscript
titled
Dattilakohalīyam contains no information
relating to Sańgītacū āmaņi. The remaining
four manuscripts bear some claim to a relation
with the work Sańgītacū āmaņi. These are
examined individually.

Kohalarahasyam and
Kohalamatam
Kohalarahasyam is available in a single
manuscript (GOML R787). The thirteenth
chapter of Kōhalarahasyam is found in the
10 available folios of the manuscript The
work begins with the heading Rāgalakşaņam.
The narrative in this work is in the form of a
dialogue between Kohala and Matańga, where
Matańga poses questions regarding the timetheory of rāga-s to Kohala, and the latter
answering through śloka-s that follow. There
are also other instances of treatises being
patterned in a similar manner. For example the
work Aumāpatam is presented as a dialogue
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between Śiva and Pārvatī. In Kohalarahasyam,
the classification of rāgas into sūryāmśa and
candramamśa, pum, strī and napumsaka rāgas,
śuddha and sańkīrņa rāgas, pūrņa, şadava and
audava ragas, association of rāgas with rasa
etc. have been mentioned in this manuscript.
There is also a short segment giving list of
puruşa rāgas and their corresponding strī
rāgas after which the work ends abruptly. The
entire text of Kohalarahasyam is found in the
manuscripts of Kohalamatam.
The work Kohalamatam is available in the
form of paper and palm leaf manuscripts in
the ORI Kāriavaţţom in Thiruvananthapuram.2
(References to Kohalamatam in this paper
represent those found in the manuscript
T822). The manuscript of Kohalamatam
contains material on Svara, Rāga, Gīta, Tāla,
Vādya and Nŗtya. The descriptions of the
aspects of svara and tāla are found to be in
great detail. In the section relating to the 101
deśī tāla-s, three separate lists are found. The
names of the tālas is enumerated first, this
is followed by the definition of tāla-s along
with Pāţākşaras, subsequently alańkāras for
these tālas in svara-form can be found. The
content of Kohalamatam coincides to a great
extent with that of another manuscript titled
Svaratālādilakşaņam and also shares a lot of
material with another work titled Tālavidhikal.
As mentioned earlier, it must be borne in
mind that the author of Kohalamatam is
quite different from the Kohala mentioned
in earlier works like Nāţyaśāstra, Bŗhaddeśī,
Abhinavabhāratī and such others. Concepts such
as Sūryāmśa-Candramāmśa rāga-s mentioned
in Kohalamatam and Kohalarahasyam could be
dated around the 16th Century C.E. Hence,
it is possible that this work was written by ‘A
Kohala’ who could have lived in that time period
(i.e. around 16th Century C.E.). Further there is
no introduction or colophon in the manuscript
which would establish that Kohala was indeed
the author of this work.

2

ORI Tvm- PL-12643,C140B,C1724, Paper-T822
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The title ‘Kohalamatam’ is the only indication
available at present to substantiate this
theory. Since Kohalamatam contains the
material of Kohalarahasyam, they have been
studied together. The title of this manuscript
namely ‘Kohalamatam’ could also indicate
that this work is a compilation of the views
and opinions of Kohala. Further, the KohalaMatańga- samvāda which forms part of both
Kohalamatam and Kohalarahasyam could signify
that these works were not ‘written’ by Kohala
Subject
Svara -Ŗşabha

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka - Şādjī

but are compilations of his theories. The above
mentioned reasons make Kohala’s connection
with these works rather uncertain.

Kohalamatam and
Sańgītacū āmaņi
The table below presents the common material
between Kohalamatam and Sańgītacū āmaņi
which has been studied under the heads Svara, Jāti, Rāga, Tāla, Prabandha and Vādya.

Kohalamatam
Fol.2 Line 19

SC

SC-Ms

-

SC-BK
p.88

Fol.3 Line 6

-

p.88

Fol.4. Line 11

-

p.88

Fol. 8 Line 1-4

-

p.690

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka – Ārşabhī

Fol.8 Line 5-8

-

p.57

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka –Gāndhārī

Fol.8 Line 9-12

-

p.174

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka – Madhyamā Fol.8 Line 13-16

-

p.467

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka- Pañcamī

Fol.8 Line 17-20

-

p.346

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka – Dhaivatī

Fol.9 Line 1-4

-

p.299

Jāti – Dhyāna śloka – Nişādī

Fol.9 Line 5-8

-

p.337

Svaramantra - Şadja

Fol.9 Line 9-13

-

p.688

Svaramantra - Ŗşabha

Fol.9 Line 13-17

-

p.89

Svaramantra – Gāndhāra

Fol.9 Line 17 - Fol.10 Line 2

-

p.173

Svaramantra – Madhyama

Fol.10 Line 2-6

-

p.465

Svaramantra – Panñcama

Fol.10 Line 6-11

-

p.346

Svaramantra – Dhaivata

Fol.10 Line 11-15

-

p.298

Svaramantra – Nişāda

Fol.10 Line 15-19

-

p.337

Rāga- Time theory – Morning

Fol. 13 Line 19 - Fol.14 Line 2

-

p.405

Rāga- Time theory – Prahāra

Fol.14 Line 19 - Fol.15 Line 5

-

p.404

Rāga- Time theory – Evening

Fol.14 Line 19 - fol.15 Line 5

-

Prabandha

p.21 Lines 1-3, 6-8, 13-20,
p.22 line 1-8

p.404
Fol.42 Line5,
Line8-12

-

Tāla/Laya

Fol.23 Line 10-11

p.7 sl.58

-

101 Tālas list

Fol.24 Line 4 - Fol.25 Line 14

p.8 sl.65- p.9
sl.79b

-

Prastāra

Fol.26 Line 3 - Fol.26 Line 9

p.8 sl. 60-63b

-

101 Tālas – lakşaņa

Fol.26 Line 10 -Fol.43 Line 1

p.9 sl.79c -p.19 Fol.52-52A
sl.132
Line3

-

101 Tālas- svara alañkāra-s

Fol.44 Line 18 - Fol.50 Line 18

Vādya

fol.54 Line 9-13
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p. 69 sl.1
- p.70 sl.3b

-
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On the subject of the svara ŗşabha, the
following entry is found in Bharatakośa

Ω"kHk%
mn~xhFkk;kLleqRiUuks Ω"kHkks jf¥trLoj%A
'kqdfi¥tjo.kksZ∑;a Ω"kHkks of∫nSor%AA
cz∫e.kk dfFkr% iwo±A ohjjkSÊk⁄qrs"kq Áo`Ÿk%A f'kjl%
mfRFkr%A luUnks Ωf"k%A
Áfr"BkPNUn%A ljLoR;f/knsorkA dqyhjs foJkeUr%A
dqyhj%] ddZV%A
Ω"kHkfL=JqfrLrkyqewys rL;kfi laHkokr~A
eTtk/kkRofXutks ukn Ω"kHkfL=Jqfr% Le`r%AA
Ω"kHkL; 'kkd}hi%
frÚks/keU;ks o/kZU;ks eTtk;k ukfHkekfJrk%A
rLekkRokfJrRosu Ω"kHkfL=JqfrHkZosr~AA
Only three half-verses from the above entry
from SC-BK are available in Kohalamatam. And
even here, they are found to occur in different
places and as part of different verses.
The common entries relating to the time
theory of rāgas are the only ones which find
place both in the manuscripts of Kohalamatam
and Kohalarahasyam. SC-BK has an account
of the lakşaņa-s of 100 rāga-s, whereas
SC reflects only the names of 29 rāga-s
(without Lakşaņas) and SC-Ms around ten
(with raāgalakşaņa-s). The lakşaņa-s of some
of these rāga-s, as found in Bharatakośa are
given as footnotes in SC. Even this list of 29
rāga-s does not match exactly with the entry
in Kohalamatam. There are some rāgas such as
‘Gatih’ which are listed in SC but not found in
Kohalamatam. Kohalamatam does not contain
lakşaņa-s of rāga-s. The names are merely
listed out. However it can be noted that the
manuscript of Svaratālādilakşaņam mentioned
earlier contains the lakşaņa-s of some of
these rāga-s. On an examination of the
rāga-s mentioned in SC-BK and Kohalamatam
quite a few variances can be noticed. Of the
100 rāga-s described in SC-BK, the names
(with minor changes) of 75 can be found in
Kohalamatam. There are 23 rāga-s in the list
found in Kohalamatam which do not match
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with any of the rāga-s mentioned in SC-BK.
On the subject of prabandha-s, SC, SC-BK and
SC-Ms have much material, but Kohalamatam
shares common material only with SC-Ms.
The lakşaņa-s of tāla-s along with the details
of the ańga-s furnished in Kohalamatam and
SC (and SC Ms.) are found to match. SC-BK
also provides us with lakşaņa-s of a few tāla-s.
Though these entries are found under the name
of Jagadeka, there are some differences
between these and the ones found in SC, and
therefore consequently those of Kohalamatam
too. For instance, in the case of the tāla called
Śarabhalīla, the definition that is found in SC as
well as Kohalamatam reads thus.

^y?kqÊqZrprq"da ykS L;krka 'kjHkyhydsA A0000AA*
The corresponding
Bharatakośa is

reading

found

in

^ykS n~okS prqÊZrh ykSn~okS rkys 'kjHkyhydsA AA0000AA*
It is to be noted that the difference lies
not in mere phrasing of the lakşaņa, but
Bharatakośa appears to include an extra laghu
in the beginning of the tāla. This is not to be
found in the entries in SC or Kohalamatam.
Among the 101 Deśī tāla-s mentioned in
Kohalamatam, alańkāra-s for around 40 tālas can also be found in Bharatakośa. There
are minor variances of hrasva and dīrgha
between the entries of Kohalamatam and
that of Bharatakośa. SC does not mention the
alańkāra-s for any of the 101 Deśī tāla-s.
The section on instruments in Kohalamatam
begins with vādya-prakārāh with the following
verses.

rra p forra pSo ?kua lqf"kjeso pA
xkua pSo rq i¥pSrr~ i¥p'kCnk% ÁdhfrZrk%AA
rr p rfU=ra fon~;kr~ forra eq[koknue~A
?kua p dkaL;rkykfn lqf"kja ok;qiwfjre~AA
xkua pSo rq i¥pSrr~ i¥p'kCnk% brhfjrk%AA
These verses can be found in p.69-70 of SC.
Subsequently, Kohalamatam also has a mention
of the name of Pratāpa while enumerating the
avanaddha-vādya-s.

National Mission for Manuscripts

Folios from Tālalakshanam (SD12992), GOML, Chennai

^iVg'p gqMqDdk p dqMqDdk ?kVla rFkkA
BDdk p ef.M<Ddk p e`n≥~xks <dqyh rFkkA
djVk f=oyh dq¥tk lsYyqdk dLlok rFkkA
rFkSo ge.kk Ks;k <Ddk Me#dokfiuhAA
nk.kLrEcdh pSo Hksjh ÁHk`r;fLRoek%A
voufHknk ÁksDrk Árkii`fFkohHkqtkAA*
Of the three sources of Sańgītacū āmaņi,
only SC contains any information about
instruments, and even here only three verses
(p.60-70 mentioned earlier) are available. On
the other hand, Kohalamatam begins the
section on instruments with the same verses
(mentioned above) and continues giving lists
of instruments under each category (tata,
vitata, avanaddha and suşira). While listing out
the avanaddha varieties, the name of Pratāpa
appears. This could indicate that the section
on Vādya that is found in Kohalamatam is an
interpolation from Sańgītacū āmaņi.
In addition to these topics, the work
Sańgītacū āmaņi also treats subjects such as
Varņālańkāra, Rāga-rāgiņī-prastāra and such
like. These topics are not to be found in the
manuscripts of Kohalamatam. Conversely,
National Mission for Manuscripts

subjects on dance such as Hasta-s, Dŗşţi-s,
Vakşa-s etc. which find place in Kohalamatam
are not found in either SC or SC-BK or SCMs (most probably because the manuscripts
containing the dance chapter are yet to be
located).
A significant point to note is that Kohalamatam
also shares much material with works like
Sańgītasamayasāra of Pārśvadeva and
Sańgītamakaranda of Nārada. It is known that
these works themselves have incorporated
much from Sańgītacū āmaņi of Jagadekamalla.
Therefore Kohalamatam can also be included
as one such work which has used material
from Jagadeka’s work.

Tālalakşaņam and
Sańgītacū āmaņi
The manuscript of Tālalakşaņam deals with the
subject of Tāladaśaprāņa-s. This work has been
attributed to Kohalācārya, which is gathered
from the introductory paragraph. This work
is available in four mss3. Sańgītacū āmaņi is
3 GOML- D12992 (PL), R7979 (P), R20175 (PL), SVORI-R452(PL)
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a work composed in the 12th century C.E.,
whereas Tālalakşaņam deals with the concept
of Tāladaśaprāņa-s, which was a 16th century
phenomenon. The subject matter that is
taken up for elaboration in each of these
works is different. Whereas Sańgītacū āmaņi
deals with the 101 deśī tāla-s, Tālalakşaņam
deals only with the daśaprāņa-s. Therefore
there is not too much common material found
between these two works. However there is
one entry that is found in both these works. It
runs as follows:

ﬂfo".kq yksdxq#a Á.kE; f'kjlk "k.ekxZlUn'kZde~
dhfrZÁhfrdja tuL; y?kquk dkysu dkeÁne~A
lsO;a ln~;frfHk/k`ZrIyqrina U;klkRryksd=;e~
rkykuka dFk;kfe y{k.kega iwoksZDr'kkL=ÿekr~AAﬁ
This is a nāndī verse found in the manuscripts
of Tālalakşaņam. The very same verse is also
found in the Tāla-prakaraņam of SC4 and SC-Ms5.
It is common practice to indirectly indicate all
the main subjects that are to be handled in
a work, through the mańgalācaraņa/nāndī
śloka. This particular verse, speaks of some
general technical aspects of tāla, and not the
daśaprāņa-s in particular. Therefore, it is more
likely to be a verse from Sańgītacū āmaņi which
was handed down through many generations
and later got incorporated into the work of
Tālalakşaņam too.
Further, this work, though attributed to Kohala,
has been discovered to be the original treatise
of Acyutarāya (1530-1543 C.E.), brother of Sri
Kŗşņadevarāya of the Vijayanagara empire6.
Acyutarāya is believed to have composed an
authentic work on tāla titled Tālakalābdhi or
Tālakalāvārdhi. The manuscript of Tālalakşaņam
has been identified as this very work. Thus the
very connection between Tālalakşaņam and
Kohala has been determined as erroneous and
as a result, its relationship with Jagadekamalla
in this paper also becomes inconsequential.
4 SC-p.6, sl.42
5 SC-Ms Fol.51 Line 12
6 Tālakalābdhi of Acyutarāya: Discovery of a new work on
Tāla, Dr. V. Premalatha, The Music Academy journal 2009,
Vol 80, p.98
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Bharataśāstram and
Sańgītacū āmaņi
Bharataśāstram is yet another manuscript
attributed to Kohala. It is a single palm leaf
codex available in the GOML (Acc. No. R20175).
The different manuscripts contained in this
codex are Svaramelakalānidhi of Rāmāmātya,
Tālalakşaņam (Talakalābdhi) of Acyutarāya
and Sańgītacū āmaņi of Jagadekamalla.
In addition, there is also a portion of text,
title(s) and author(s) which is yet to be identified.
There are 13 folios (Fol. No 176-188) containing
material from Sańgītacū āmaņi. This entire
section deals with dance. The name of Pratāpa
occurs in the section dealing with Karaņa-s in
Fol. 181b. The reading is as follows:

ﬂ,oe"VksRrja Li`"Va dj.kuka 'kr ÿekr~A
leqfÌ"V ;Fkk 'kkL=a Árkii`fFkohHkqtkAA
bfr dj.k y{k.ke~ﬁ
The following colophon is seen in Folio No.
188b

ﬂbfr Jh egkjktkfËkjkt JheRÁrkipÿofrZ
txnsdeYyfojfprs l≥~xhrpwMke.kkS
u`R;kf/kdj.ka lekIre~AAﬁ
In contrast to the above colophon, SC-Ms reads
thus – ^bfr l≥~xhrpwMke.kkS rkˇkf/kdj.ka n~forh;e~*
Here,
Jagadeka
calls
the
chapter
Nŗtyādhikaraņam, whereas in the printed
edition, the chapters are called Adhyāya-s.
SC-Ms also uses the term Adhikaraņam, but
the colophon herein appears minimalistic.
On the other hand, chapters in SC are called
Adhyāya-s.
Some subjects dealt with in this section of
Bharataśāstram are:
i.

Nikuţţaka

ii.

Recaka

iii.

108 Karaņa-s

iv.

Recita

v.

Ańgahāra

vi.

Anñcita
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vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.

Nrtyapraśamsā
Sabhāpatilakşaņam
Sabhya-lakşaņam
Sabhā-lakşaņam
Gāyaka-lakşaņam
Vādya-lakşaņam
Nartaka-lakşaņam

As mentioned earlier, Pt. D. K. Velankar has
mentioned that the chapter on dance is
completely unavailable. M. R. Kavi, though he
indicates the availability of the dance chapter,
does not provide us with any excerpts from it
in his Bharatakośa. Therefore this manuscript,
which contains the dance chapter, assumes
great significance.
Besides the chapter on dance, the codex
Bharataśāstram has another connection with
Jagadeka. The Nāndī verse mentioned earlier
in relation to Tālalakşaņam and which is found
in SC, is also found once again in this codex in
the section of unidentified text.
The relationship between Bharataśāstram and
Jagadekamalla (Sańgītacū āmaņi) has thus
been established, but the relationship between
the codex Bharataśāstram and Kohala (who is
supposed to be its author) is still unclear. Three
separate manuscripts which are part of this
codex have been identified as Svaramelakalānidhi,
Tālakalābdhi and Sańgītacū āmaņi. The authors
of these three works have also been established
beyond doubt. Therefore, the claim to a
connection with Kohala could only possibly arise
from the portion of unidentified text. Even in
this section there are some instances, such as
the following:

ﬂlnkf'ko% f'kjks cz∫ek Hkjr% dk';iks eqfu%A
er≥~xks ;kf"Vdks nqxkZ'kfDr% 'kknwZydksgˇkA
fo'kkf[kyks nfRry'p dEyL; ryLr&
;qfoZ && lq jaHkkAuLrqEcq# ukjnkSA
vk¥tus;ekr`xqIrkS jko.kks ufUnds'oj%A
Lokfr x`ˇks nsojkt {k=jkt'p dkgˇ%A
#DelsuksËk Hkikyks Hkkstks HkwoYyHkLrFkkA
,rs fg ukV~;'kkL=ÁoDrkjks ;qx ÿekr~AA
bfr dksgy onue~AAﬁ
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This is a verse of benediction to all the
pūrvācārya-s. (Incidentally this verse is found
in Sańgītaratnākara also). At the end of the
verse there is a statement saying ‘Iti kohala
vadanam’. This perhaps indicates that these
are the words of Kohala as expressed by
another author. Therefore this part of the
textual material does not appear to be the
work of Kohala. Hence it is rather difficult to
say that the codex Bharataśāstram has any
more relation to Kohala or Jagadeka apart
from the presence of the Nŗtyādhikaraņa.

Observations
A comparision of the mss. attributed to
Kohala with Sańgītacū āmaņi reveals that
there are several points of commonality in
the available material. In particular, the work
Kohalamatam contains much material on
svara, rāga, jāti, prabandha, tāla etc. which is
also found in Sańgītacū āmaņi. It is possible
that Kohalamatam has several interpolations

One page from restored copy of Tālalakshanam
(R7979), GOML, Chennai
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from the work of Jagadekamalla. But since
the treatise of Sańgītacū āmaņi is not yet
accessible to us in its entirety, the exact
relationship between these two authors
appears elusive. A clearer picture can be
obtained when a critical edition of the
complete work of Sańgītacū āmaņi is at
hand and the original work(s) of Kohala are
unearthed.
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